• Rules for Participants

1. Time Duration for performances (Maximum).
   solo time limit : 3 minutes.
2. There is no restriction on song as long as dance form is semi-classical or folk.
3. Decisions made by the judges/organizers will be formal and binding.
4. There may be changes in the event format for which participants will be informed in advance.
5. The performance can be original or an adaptation. In case of adaptation, it should be clearly specified along with the source.
6. Basis on the number of entries, participants will be shortlisted and only their video will be shown during the event.
7. You must follow @synapsedaiict, @virtualsynapse21 and @naach_21 in order to be eligible for the prize.

• Rules for Video Submission

1. Video to be submitted through link only and should be in .mp4 format and quality of the submitted video should be 1080p or better.
2. Edited tracks / Multiple songs are allowed. No additional transitions effects should not be used.
3. The video must be recorded in one shoot . And in horizontal alignment. Detection of any unfair mean would lead to disqualification.